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ABSTRACT

How the cumulus clouds organize into a tropical cyclone remains poorly

understood. The difficulty lies in that the deep convection is noisy at the kilo-

meter scale, but follows the physical feedbacks at the mesoscale. We build a

barotropic numerical model to understand the interaction of the stochastic and

deterministic processes in the genesis of a tropical depression. Deep convec-

tion is represented as a multitude of isolated convergence forcing. The con-

vection is assigned to distribute randomly at the small scale. At the mesoscale,

convection is preferentially seeded to regions with a high spatially-filtered ver-

tical vorticity. The preferential seeding mimics the physical feedbacks, and

the filter implicitly represents the nonlocal convective triggering by gravity

wave and cold pool. The result shows that the early-stage evolution is dom-

inated by random vortex tube stretching. Subsequently, the regions where

repetitive stretching occurs become vortex clusters, and induce more convec-

tion around them. The collision and coalescence between vortex clusters lead

to a major vortex, which accelerates the growth by the preferential seeding.

This physical picture agrees with a cloud-permitting simulation of sponta-

neous tropical cyclogenesis over uniform sea surface temperature. A theoret-

ical model with approximate analytical solution is presented to depict the full

evolution process.
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1. Introduction26

Convection is stochastic at the small scale (. 10 km) and in quasi-equilibrium with the environ-27

ment at the large scale (& 103 km) where a sufficient amount of clouds is embedded. However,28

tropical cyclogenesis requires clouds to spontaneously organize via the 10 ∼ 103 km physical29

feedback of convection with Ekman pumping (Charney and Eliassen 1964), wind-induced surface30

flux (Emanuel 1986; Raymond et al. 2007), moisture (Montgomery et al. 2006; Dunkerton et al.31

2009; Bell and Montgomery 2019), and radiation (Davis 2015; Muller and Romps 2018; Yang and32

Tan 2020; Ruppert et al. 2020). The interaction between the small-scale and mesoscale processes33

(Fang and Zhang 2011), the interaction between the stochastic and deterministic factors (Craig34

and Mack 2013), as well as the eddying motion (Ritchie and Holland 1997; Schecter and Dunker-35

ton 2009; Davis 2015), render the basic challenges in understanding tropical cyclogenesis. To the36

authors’ knowledge, no theoretical framework can address all the three factors, which we believe37

are intrinsically linked to each other.38

The stochastic component can lead to a nonuniform water vapor and vorticity field via the accu-39

mulation of random events (Hottovy and Stechmann 2015; Fu and O’Neill 2021). These anomalies40

do not quickly disappear after individual convective events, and lucky places can receive multiple41

updrafts to become a moist and high-vorticity region. However, once the stochastic process leads42

to a strong enough disturbance, the local physical feedbacks kick in.43

Wing et al. (2016) showed that the longwave cloud-radiation feedback and the wind-induced44

surface heat flux feedback (WISHE) are the main positive diabatic feedbacks that favor tropical45

cyclogenesis, and the advective transport of environmental air to the convective region is a negative46

feedback. In a moister region, the larger high cloud cover due to more vigorous convection reduces47

radiative cooling, and drives a secondary circulation. On one hand, the ascending branch of the48
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circulation moistens the troposphere and favors deep convection (Ruppert et al. 2020). On the other49

hand, the inflow branch of the circulation transports the surrounding air inside. Dynamically, the50

inflow induces the convergence of angular momentum, which directly spins up the middle layer51

(Ruppert et al. 2020). Thermodynamically, if the inflow is primarily in the middle troposphere52

(top-heavy updraft profile), the drier air is entrained, which disfavors deep convection. Such a53

positive gross moist stability scenario (Neelin and Held 1987) was reported by Wing et al. (2016).54

If the inflow is primarily in the boundary layer (bottom-heavy), high enthalpy air is entrained55

and favors deep convection, as was reported by Ruppert et al. (2020). The deep convection heats56

the middle layer due to condensation, and cools the lower layer due to the evaporative cooling57

of precipitation, rendering a middle level vortex at the early stage (Houze Jr et al. 2009). The58

growth of middle level vortex is accompanied by higher surface wind, which enhances surface59

heat flux and favors deep convection (Wing et al. 2016). In addition, the lower level circulation60

causes Ekman pumping, which has dual roles. It favors deep convection and therefore indirectly61

spins up the lower troposphere in a high conditional instability region, but it spins down the lower62

troposphere in a low conditional instability region (Ooyama 1969; Schecter and Dunkerton 2009;63

Schecter 2011).64

Though these physical feedbacks work locally, the nonlocal triggering by gravity wave and65

cold pool could diffuse the local feedback signal (Mapes 1993; Windmiller and Craig 2019; Yang66

2020). As a result, we hypothesize that the feedbacks effectively work at the mesoscale. The two67

nonlocal triggering processes are reviewed below.68

Mapes (1993) considered that the second baroclinic mode gravity wave, which is excited by the69

middle level evaporative cooling of precipitating convection (and especially mesoscale convective70

system), can trigger new convection by reducing the low-level stratification. It may render a∼ 20071

km length scale for convective organization. When including the planetary rotation, the cooling72
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anomaly is restored within the deformation radius and can accumulate (Liu and Moncrieff 2004).73

Brenowitz et al. (2016) applied the wave-trigger thinking to modelling a Kelvin wave with a one-74

dimensional (1D) shallow water model. They let the convective mass flux depend on a spatially75

filtered low-level convergence. Linear stability analysis showed that a most unstable wavelength76

exists and it increases with the filter length. Liu et al. (2019) showed that a temporal filter on the77

convective mass flux yields a similar effect for modelling a Kelvin wave.78

The boundary layer cold pool (gravity current) is the evaporation-driven thunderstorm outflow,79

which yields a shorter nonlocal triggering length scale. The cold pools can non-locally trigger80

convection by dynamical lifting, and by accumulating water vapor at their gust fronts (Tompkins81

2001; Jeevanjee and Romps 2013; Langhans and Romps 2015; Torri and Kuang 2019). As the82

convective cluster grows, the incoherent cold pools could fuse into a ∼ 100 km radius mesoscale83

cold pool. The convective-and-non-convective interface appears as a quasi-circular mesoscale84

front, balanced by the boundary layer inflow (Windmiller and Hohenegger 2019). This shock85

formation phenomenon is a deviation from pure “diffusion”.86

The physical feedbacks and the diffusive phenomenon of convective activity inspire people to87

model the non-rotating convective organization as a coarsening process, which is the evolution88

of a reaction-diffusion equation that could lead to pattern formation (Cross and Hohenberg 1993;89

Craig and Mack 2013; Windmiller and Craig 2019; Ahmed and Neelin 2019). Though the coars-90

ening model might be extended to study tropical cyclogenesis and considered as a model of the91

mesoscale field, the interaction of the mesoscale with the stochastic cloud-scale is absent within the92

simple reaction-diffusion framework. In addition, the eddying behavior of the convective patches93

can lead to mutual shearing and merger (Ritchie and Holland 1997; Schecter and Dunkerton 2009;94

Davis 2015). Its contribution to convective organization also lacks a theoretical model.95
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In this paper, we present a novel one-layer barotropic model to study the organization of rotating96

moist convection. To represent the mixed stochastic-deterministic process, isolated short-lived97

convection is randomly seeded based on a filtered vorticity field. The filter kernel is Gaussian,98

with a fixed length scale that implicitly represents the nonlocal convective trigger by gravity wave99

and cold pool. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first simple model that can depict both100

the random superposition of cloud-generated vorticity and the mesoscale physical feedback. This101

is a prototype model of tropical cyclogenesis in the more realistic rotating radiative convective102

equilibrium (RRCE) setup (Bretherton et al. 2005; Khairoutdinov and Emanuel 2013; Wing et al.103

2016; Muller and Romps 2018; Carstens and Wing 2020; Yang and Tan 2020). The RRCE is104

an idealized cloud-permitting simulation configuration that sets uniform sea surface temperature105

in a doubly periodic domain, and without mean flow. It is a suitable tool to study mesoscale106

processes, because the large-scale control is eliminated. We focus on the formation of tropical107

depression (maximum surface wind speed smaller than 17 m s−1, AMS-Glossary 2012), which108

is the first stage in tropical cyclogenesis (Montgomery et al. 2006). The key question is how a109

tropical depression grows out of the noisy convection.110

This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 introduces the one-layer (barotropic)111

model and its simulation result. Section 3 introduces the theoretical model. The theory is bench-112

marked with the sensitivity tests of the barotropic simulation in section 4, and a single case of113

cloud-permitting simulation in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.114
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2. The barotropic model115

a. The governing equations116

The dynamical core is a weak temperature gradient model, which is essentially a divergent117

barotropic model forced by episodic convection (Sobel et al. 2001). We let it depict the low-mid118

troposphere (∼ 1-6) km. The vorticity dynamics is almost identical to a shallow water model,119

given the Froude number (flow velocity over gravity wave speed) is small, and the domain width120

L is much smaller than the Rossby deformation radius LR. Both criteria have been shown to be121

satisfied in the tropical depression stage (Enagonio and Montgomery 2001; Fu and O’Neill 2021).122

In this system, the domain-integrated vertical absolute vorticity ωa is conserved, so the TC genesis123

is essentially an aggregation of a finite amount of absolute vorticity.124

The “mesoscale” used in this paper denotes a “statistical mesoscale”. It is defined as the length125

scale at which the physical feedbacks have a deterministic signal, though substantial fluctuation126

can occur due to the limited number of clouds. For tropical cyclogenesis, we judge that the “sta-127

tistical mesoscale” roughly overlaps with the “dynamical mesoscale” where the stratification is128

strong and the background rotation is moderate (not too strong to suppress the momentum advec-129

tion) (Riley and Lelong 2000). This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The strong stratification makes the130

gravity wave adjustment fast enough and guarantees the weak temperature gradient approximation.131

The vorticity equation is:132

∂ω

∂ t
+u ·∇hω =−(ω + f0)δ , (1)

with133

δ = δu +δrad +δE , (2)
134

u = uδ +uω , (3)
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135

δ = ∇ ·uδ and ω = k · (∇×uω). (4)

Here ∇h = i∂/∂x+ j∂/∂y is the horizontal gradient operator, ω is vertical relative vorticity, u136

is horizontal velocity, uδ is the divergent flow, uω is the rotational flow, δ is the divergence, δu137

is the divergence due to deep convective updraft (negative value), δrad is the divergence due to138

radiative cooling (positive value) and δE is the divergence due to Ekman pumping or suction.139

Here we follow Sansón and Van Heijst (2000) to consider the stretching/squashing of the total140

absolute vorticity in Ekman spin down, rather than the classic linear formula that only considers141

the planetary vorticity part (Vallis 2017).142

The deep convection entrains lower and mid tropospheric mass and adds mass to the upper level.143

We represent it with a quasi-random seeding of convergence pulses, which is an update from the144

previous works that use random seeding in the whole domain (Vallis et al. 1997; Showman 2007;145

O’Neill et al. 2016), or in a certain region (Fu and O’Neill 2021). The randomness itself is a146

parameterization of the convective trigger by the noisy cold pool and gravity wave induced by147

other clouds, which are explicitly considered in some 2D one-layer models instead (Yang and148

Ingersoll 2013; Haerter et al. 2019; Haerter 2019; Yang 2020). For every ∆t time, a new updraft is149

seeded to the domain. The quasi-random seeding means, we let the probability for each position150

to get an updraft be measured by updraft number density ρu(x, t), which will be discussed shortly151

afterwards. The expression of δu is contributed by multiple updrafts:152

δu =
∞

∑
n=1

δum exp
[
−(x−xn)

2

r2
u

− (t− tn)2

τ2
u

]
, (5)

where δum (negative constant) is the peak divergence of an updraft, xn is the position vector of153

the nth updraft which follows the wind, tn is the peak time of the nth updraft, ru is the updraft154

radius scale, and τu is the updraft duration time scale. The averaged accumulated convergence155
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within the radius ru is defined as ∆h/H = δumτu, which takes a negative value. The ∆h (negative156

value) is the air column thickness loss in a convective event, and H ∼ 5 km is the basic state layer157

thickness. The δrad is set to be uniform, which instantaneously balances all the updraft divergence158

synchronously:159

δrad ≈−δ0 =−L−2
∫∫

δudx. (6)

Here δ0 is the domain averaged updraft-induced divergence (negative), around which −δrad fluc-160

tuates. The δrad can be linked to radiative cooling rate Qrad (unit: K s−1):161

δrad =−Qrad

∆θ
, (7)

where ∆θ is the potential temperature difference across the 1-6 km height layer. The δE is calcu-162

lated with the simple laminar Ekman layer model:163

δE = Eω with E =
hE

2H
. (8)

Here E is Ekman number which represents the vorticity-divergence (spin down) relation, and hE164

is the Ekman layer depth. Equation (8) is less accurate than the Ekman layer model that uses bulk165

aerodynamic formula (e.g. Schecter and Dunkerton 2009), but is more analytically tractable.166

We design a quasi-stochastic convective scheme, where the local cloud population depends on167

the mesoscale vorticity. The anomalous convection caused by the large-scale curl-free flow, such168

as equatorial Kelvin wave (e.g. Yang and Ingersoll 2013), is not considered here. The convection,169

which peaks at 2.3τu after the seeding (to make convergence start from close to zero), depends on170

the spatio-temporal updraft number density ρu(x, t) (unit: m−2 s−1):171

ρu = max
{

ρu0

(
1−ηE

ω

δ0

)
, 0
}
. (9)

The maximum operator is used to keep ρu positive, but the threshold is hardly reached until the172

very late stage. Here ρu0 is a constant basic state seeding density which balances the radiative173
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cooling:174

ρu0 =
δ0

∆h
H πr2

u
. (10)

As δu is proportional to ρu, they are linked via a rescaling:175

δu = ρu
δ0

ρu0
. (11)

The η in (9) is a fixed nondimensional feedback parameter that measures the sensitivity of ρu to176

the spatially-filtered vorticity (denoted as ω). Substituting (6), (8), and (9) into (2), we see that the177

δ as a random field obeys:178

δ ∼−ηEω +Eω︸ ︷︷ ︸
simulation

≈−(η−1)Eω︸ ︷︷ ︸
theory

. (12)

The “∼” in (12) means δ as a random variable obeys a distribution, which is the relation used in179

the numerical simulation. The “≈” in (12) is a further simplification that assumes the Ekman spin180

down to work at the filtered scale, which will only be used in the theoretical model in section 3.181

A schematic diagram of this quasi-random seeding scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The general182

probabilistic relationship between convection and vorticity was noticed by Ritchie and Holland183

(1997) using observational data. Equation (12) is an update of the classic deterministic relation-184

ship between updraft and Ekman pumping flux (“cooperative intensification view”, Ooyama 1969;185

Schecter and Dunkerton 2009; Montgomery and Smith 2014) to a quasi-stochastic and nonlocal186

relationship. A larger η corresponds to a stronger conditional instability, which is favored by a187

moister and warmer boundary layer, as well as a moister free troposphere. For η > 1, the conver-188

gence induced by deep convection outweighs the Ekman spin down, causing net spin up. Ooyama189

(1969) let η depend on boundary layer equivalent potential temperature, which can be further190

linked to wind-induced surface heat flux. We use a fixed η for simplicity, so the model reduces191

to the conditional instability of the second kind (CISK) (Montgomery and Smith 2014), but with192
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a nonlocal and quasi-random modification. As deep convection is the source of both vapor and193

vertical vorticity, we consider the ω in this model to partly represent moisture. Thus, the positive194

moisture and radiation feedback is implicitly included, and can be considered to modulate η .195

We use a Gaussian filter operator to subtract the mesoscale field, because it only uses neighbor-196

ing information and yields good math property:197

ω(x, t)≡ 1
πl2

∫∫
exp
(
−|x−x′|2

l2

)
ω(x′, t)dx′. (13)

Here l is a prescribed filter length scale, which represents the nonlocal trigger length scale and is198

viewed as the mesoscale in this paper. One property is that filtering twice has a stronger smoothing199

effect than filtering once. Physically, it means the convective region has a tendency to laterally200

expand due to the nonlocal trigger by cold pool and gravity wave. In appendix A, we show that the201

system length is a balance between the lateral expansion and the growth in magnitude when the202

convergent flow is weak (ω . f0), and a balance between the lateral expansion and the convergence203

when the convergent flow is strong (ω & f0). Both balances lead to a flow characteristic length204

scale of l. In addition, the merger tendency of eddies renders an “eddy tension” that makes the205

scale shrink. It is shown that this effect makes the scale decrease with increasing −∆h/H. As206

we have not figured out a method to quantify the “eddy tension”, l is regarded as the system207

length scale throughout the theoretical model in section 3. Note that in the limit of l � L, the208

quasi-random scheme reduces to a purely-random scheme.209

The problem can be nondimensionalized by choosing l as the length scale and−δ
−1
0 as the time210

scale. This leads to five independent nondimensional parameters: δ0/ f0, ru/l, −∆h/H, η and E.211

The normalized domain size L/l is another potential parameter especially for the later stage when212

there are only a few dominant vortices.213
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b. The numerical simulation setup214

The barotropic simulation is run in a doubly periodic domain. The numerical code uses Fourier215

spectral method, and the readers are referred to Fu and O’Neill (2021) for details. The domain216

size L is chosen to be smaller than Rossby deformation radius LR. In the RRCE simulations (e.g.217

Khairoutdinov and Emanuel 2013), the compensating descent of an updraft is constrained within218

LR distance from the source in the geostrophic adjustment, so the convection-driven vortices rarely219

interact with each other when their distances are over LR. This is similar to the phenomenon in220

doubly-periodic domain that a vortex can no longer merge when it is alone.221

The reference parameter set is L = 1000 km, grid number 5762, δ0 = −δrad = −7.1× 10−6
222

s−1, η = 1.6, hE = 800 m, −∆h/H = −δumτu = 8/5, H = 5 km, l = 60 km, ru = 8 km, τu =223

2000 s, and f0 = 10−4 s−1 (equivalent to 43 ◦N). To guarantee ρu is positive in (9), it requires224

ω/ f0 > −(ηE)−1(−δ0/ f0) ≈ −0.55. An artificial viscosity of 200 m2 s−1 is added to dissipate225

the grid-scale enstrophy.226

Using ∆θ = 20 K which makes the atmospheric lapse rate close to moist adiabatic, the δ0 is227

equivalent to a radiative cooling rate of Qrad ∼ δ0∆θ ∼−12.3 K day−1. This is much larger than228

the typical tropical value of −1 ∼ −2 K day−1 (Hartmann et al. 2001). The motivation of using229

such a high-magnitude δ0 and f0 is to save computational resource by accelerating the spin up.230

The key nondimensional parameter values for the reference test are: −δ0/ f0 = 0.07 (a large −δ0231

and large f0 yields a moderate −δ0/ f0), ru/l = 0.133, ∆h/H = −1.6, E = 0.08, η = 1.6. In the232

simulations, we fix L and ru, but change l, η ,−∆h/H, and f0, one at a time. We pay more attention233

to l which is conceptually the most important one to this quasi-random model. The l = 60 km test234

is designated as the reference test, and the l = 30 km and l = 45 km tests are the sensitivity tests.235

We encourage the readers to watch the movie of the simulation in the supplemental material.236
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c. The numerical simulation result237

First, we check the l = 60 km test. The ω field at six snapshots is shown in Fig. 3. Introducing238

the nondimensional time coordinate t ′ =−δ0t, the snapshots are at t ′1 = 0.55, t ′2 = 1.54, t ′3 = 2.54,239

t ′4 = 3.54, t ′5 = 4.54 and t ′6 = 5.54. At t ′1, there are sporadic concentrated vorticity patches. At t ′2,240

there are more and more high vorticity patches which are produced by the “lucky” repetitive oc-241

currence of convective events on the existing patches. These high vorticity patches become nuclei242

that collect other small vortices on their way, and merge with each other. At t ′3, the patches with243

the most concentrated vorticity began to grow in a positive feedback. Loosely-organized vortex244

clusters that consist of multiple vorticity patches appear. As the convective seeding depends on245

vorticity, a vortex cluster is also a convective cluster. The vortex cluster is intensified via repetitive246

vorticity stretching by the dense updrafts. This process corresponds to the “vortical hot tower”247

route of tropical cyclogenesis in the real atmosphere (Hendricks et al. 2004; Montgomery et al.248

2006; Kilroy et al. 2017). The clusters become more compact and axisymmetric due to the con-249

vergent flow, the merger of small vortices within the cluster, and the adjustment by vortex Rossby250

wave. The clusters also merge with each other, as is more clearly seen from the ω field (Fig. 4).251

Such a multiscale merger process has been reported in cloud-permitting simulations (Ritchie and252

Holland 1997; Hendricks et al. 2004; Fang and Zhang 2011; Schecter 2016, 2017), and reminds us253

of the galaxy merger process (e.g. Mihos and Hernquist 1996). Finally, a single dominant vortex254

cluster is left in the domain. Meanwhile, other regions have less and less convection due to the255

growth of negative vorticity, which is the other side of this positive feedback.256

Then, we analyze the sensitivity test: the pure random seeding test, the l = 30 km test and the257

l = 45 km test. Figures 5 and 6 show that the vorticity field of all tests at t ′1 looks similar, with258

smaller l leading to larger ω magnitude and more clusters. As the mesoscale feedback and vortex259
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motion is not vigorous yet, this is largely a stochastic result. The later stage evolution is quite260

different:261

• The purely random test remains at the sporadic vorticity stage, with ω fluctuating around262

a quasi-equilibrium state. The Ekman spin down is strong enough to suppress any strong263

vorticity patch (produced by chance) before it grows into a cluster by merger.264

• When the positive feedback is included, a smaller l leads to faster local intensification due265

to the higher ω provided by the purely random stage. However, the further merger is less266

prominent due to the vortex clusters’ relatively small size (“collision cross-section”), and the267

system resembles a point vortex system.268

As the vortex cluster size seems to scale as l, we track the highest ω point and calculate the269

radial structure of the azimuthally-averaged ω (Fig. 7). The shape is confirmed to be similar, with270

l as the length scale, in agreement with our theoretical prediction in appendix A. The saturation in271

scale is different from the free-decaying 2D turbulence where the vortex size keeps growing via272

merger (e.g. McWilliams 1990). This scale-invariant property in merger will be further discussed273

in section 3c and theoretically explained to be mainly due to the convergent flow in appendix A.274

Figure 8a shows the number of local maximum ω points in the domain, N, which represents the275

number of vortex clusters. Near the beginning, there is N ∼ l−2. In section 3b it will be shown to276

be the result of Gaussian filter on a random field. In the subsequent evolution, N drops significantly277

due to merger. As the number of merger events experienced by each vortex is quite different, the278

peak ω magnitude of the vortex clusters become more widespread (e.g. Fig. 4). This reminds us279

of the droplet spectrum widening via stochastic collision-coalescence in cloud microphysics (e.g.280

Yau and Rogers 1996).281
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Finally, we check the vorticity standard deviation std(ω) (Fig. 8b). For all tests, it grows rapidly282

within t ′ . 0.5. The std(ω) of the purely random test reaches an equilibrium since t ′ ∼ 0.5, and283

the other tests keep growing slowly. Such a growth rate transition, as well as the separation of284

the purely random test from those quasi-random tests, indicate a clear transition from a stochastic285

regime to a deterministic regime by t ′ ∼ 0.5.286

3. Theory287

a. The basic idea288

Based on the analysis in section 2c, we build a theoretical model that separately treats the289

stochastic regime and the deterministic regime. In the stochastic regime, the vorticity grows due290

to random stretching of the randomly seeded convection against the radiative cooling and Ekman291

spin down. A purely statistical description is sufficient. In the deterministic regime, we model the292

mean vorticity of the vortex cluster (close to but not the same as ω), which is a mesoscale property.293

It takes the filtered end state value of the statistical regime model as its initial condition.294

b. The stochastic regime295

The movie of ω evolution shows that the first round of vortex clusters produced by random296

stretching does not vanish. They grow steadily according to the (positive) physical feedback.297

Thus, we use the theoretically predicted equilibrium state of the stochastic regime as the initial298

condition of the deterministic regime model. There is a prerequisite for the regime separation:299

when the equilibrium is just reached, the preferential seeding signal driven by the feedback should300

be much smaller than the stochastic component. In appendix B, a criterion based on signal-to-noise301

ratio is presented, and the separation is shown to be roughly valid for the reference test.302
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Because a free-evolving randomly forced field gradually feels the damping and reaches the vor-303

ticity quasi-equilibrium (VQE) in a damping time scale T0, we estimate the equilibrium field as304

a field that evolves freely to t = T0. The T0 is estimated with the Ekman spin down rate plus the305

radiative cooling rate:306

T0 = ( f0E−δ0)
−1 . (14)

Here, we have assumed that ω � f0, as is in most of our cases. This makes the classic linear307

Ekman spin down time scale ( f0E)−1 available. Equation (14) predicts −δ0T0 = 0.47 for the308

reference test, which agrees with the transition time in Fig. 8b. We estimate the characteristic309

amplitude of the randomly-forced field with the Fourier spectrum of ω .310

First, we show that if it is the filtered field rather than the original field that is of interest, the311

random stretching process which involves convergence can be approximated as a geometrical ran-312

dom superposition of fixed increments. This is because, if the area of an isolated vorticity patch S313

(surrounded by near-zero ω) is much smaller than l2, only its circulation change ∆Γ produced by314

seeding a convection will influence the filtered value:315

∆Γ =− f0πr2
u

∆h
H

. (15)

The ∆Γ is proportional to the total mass sink in an updraft event. In contrast, the local vorticity316

magnitude evolution in the updraft region grows more steeply. The local relative vorticity obeys317

a power law due to the conservation of absolute circulation (Fu and O’Neill 2021): ωm = f0(1−318

∆h/H)m− f0, where m is the total number of updrafts falling to one place. To make the discussion319

more general, we use a scalar φ to denote ω . This problem transforms to studying the filtered field320

of the random superposition of Nu Gaussian shape increments, denoted as φn:321

φn = Φ0 exp
[
−(x− xn)

2 +(y− yn)
2

r2
u

]
, n = 1, 2, ...,Nu, (16)
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whose length scale is ru and the peak increment Φ0 is:322

Φ0 =− f0
∆h
H

. (17)

The Nu is the total number of updrafts within T0 time inside the domain, which is estimated with323

(10):324

Nu = ρu0L2T0 =
−δ0T0

−∆h
H

πr2
u

L2

. (18)

The finite-domain Fourier transform of φn is denoted as φ̂n:325

φ̂n ≡
1
L2

∫ L/2

−L/2

∫ L/2

−L/2
φn exp [−i(kxx+ kyy)]dxdy

≈ γΦ0
r2

u
4π

exp

[
−

r2
u(k

2
x + k2

y)

4

]
exp [i(kxxn + kyyn)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

random shift factor

,
(19)

for wavenumbers:326

kx =
2π

L
mx, ky =

2π

L
my, mx, my ∈

{
−N

2
, ...0, ...,

N
2
−1
}
. (20)

In (19), we have used the infinite-domain Fourier transform of Gaussian function to approximate327

the finite-domain transform, which is valid due to ru� L. The parameter γ = 4π2/L2 in (19) is a328

conversion coefficient.329

Second, we show that the power spectrum of the randomly superposed field φ = ∑
Nu
n=1 φn(x,y),330

|φ̂ |, is proportional to the individual one |φ̂n|:331

|φ̂ |= γΦ0
r2

u
4π

exp

[
−

r2
u(k

2
x + k2

y)

4

]∣∣∣∣∣ Nu

∑
n=1

exp [i(kxxn + kyyn)]

∣∣∣∣∣
≈ γΦ0

r2
u

4π
exp

[
−

r2
u(k

2
x + k2

y)

4

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

|φ̂n|

N1/2
u .

(21)

The modulus of the sum of the random shift factor, which is the amplitude of a group of incoherent332

waves, is N1/2
u (e.g. Weisstein 2021), which is proportional to T 1/2

0 . This scaling generally agrees333

with the spectrum of the simulation (Fig. 9a), though the spectrum shape has some deviation due334
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to the presence of damping and the convergent flow. The proportional coefficient N1/2
u is not Nu,335

which instead represents the superposition of coherent waves that originates from the stationary336

growth of an existing pattern without damping.337

Third, we use |φ̂ | to estimate the characteristic amplitude of φ (the spatially filtered φ ). As338

the filter is a convolution in physical space, the modulus of the filtered field |φ̂ | is obtained by339

multiplying exp
[
−l2(k2

x + k2
y)/4

]
to φ̂ and taking the modulus, using (21):340

|φ̂ |= γΦ0N1/2
u

r2
u

4π
exp
[
−1

4
(
r2

u + l2)(k2
x + k2

y
)]

≈ γΦ0N1/2
u

r2
u

4π
exp
[
−1

4
l2 (k2

x + k2
y
)]

.

(22)

Here we have used r2
u � l2 to simplify the expression. The filter roughly truncates the lowest341

significant wavenumber to 2/l. The corresponding cutoff wavelength is 2π/(2/l) = πl. As the342

filter significantly damps the Fourier modes whose wavelength is shorter than l, the number of φ343

peaks in the domain (denoted as Nl) should obey:344

Nl =

(
L
πl

)2

, (23)

which is in good agreement with the simulation (Fig. 9b). Suppose the φ field consists of Nl345

randomly distributed Gaussian-shape structures, with a length scale of l and an amplitude scale of346

Φl . By mimicking (22), we get:347

|φ̂ | ≈ γΦlN
1/2
l

l2

4π
exp
[
−1

4
l2 (k2

x + k2
y
)]

. (24)
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Equating (22) and (24), and considering that the vortex cluster amplitude ω0 is a fixed λ = 2348

multiple of Φl , we get :349

ω0 = λΦl

= λ

(
Nu

Nl

)1/2 r2
u

l2 Φ0

= f0λ

(
δ0T0

∆h
H

r2
u

πl2

)1/2

,

(25)

where we have substituted in (17), (18) and (23). The λ is a tuning factor that calibrates our coarse350

theory to the simulation. Figure 9c shows that (25) generally agrees with the simulation where ω0351

is compared with the strongest vortex cluster, though the sensitivity to l is underestimated for the352

reference case (−∆h/H = 1.6). The underestimation is likely due to the heterogeneity of vortex353

cluster strength. A potential future work is to model the vorticity probability distribution function354

with a Markov chain (e.g. Fu and O’Neill 2021), and use it to inform the distribution of vortex355

cluster strength.356

Transforming back from φ to ω , we summarize that the stochastic regime model provides the357

initial condition for the deterministic regime model which is a dynamical system of three variables:358

the vortex cluster radius a, the spatial cluster number density Nv (unit: m−2, rather than m−2 s−1
359

as is for ρu), and the relative circulation Γ of each cluster. Their initial conditions are denoted as360

a0, Nv0 and Γ0 respectively:361

a0 ≡ a|t=T0 = l, Nv0 ≡ Nv|t=T0 = (πa0)
−2, Γ0 ≡ Γ|t=T0 = πa2

0ω0. (26)

c. The deterministic regime362

Though it is always stochastic at the convective scale, the mesoscale is more deterministic due363

to the filter which makes the convective probability smoother in space. A smoother and larger con-364

vective number density ρu (probability) makes the random field more closely obey the mesoscale365
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feedback. We assume the mesoscale dynamics is completely deterministic after the vorticity quasi-366

equilibrium is established in the stochastic regime. In appendix C, we quantify the degree of367

determinacy (fluctuation) by defining and calculating a “convective Knudsen number”.368

The nonlinear terms in the governing equations (1)-(4) make the system chaotic, so we only369

solve the vortex cluster’s characteristic relative circulation Γ and the spatial number density Nv.370

The idea is to adapt the vortex gas model in studying two dimensional turbulence (Carnevale371

et al. 1991; Trizac 1998) to the tropical mesoscale vortex cluster. The vortex clusters are treated372

as identical particles that undergo random collision-coalescence. As a strong approximation, the373

heterogeneity of size and strength are neglected, which is more valid for the early stage. There are374

two major differences from the classic vortex gas model.375

• First, we study the merger of vortex cluster which is a loose complex of multiple small vor-376

tices and filaments accompanied by a strong central vortex. This is different from the vortex377

gas model where one particle denotes one vortex. Until the late stage, the central vortex in378

a cluster only takes a small fractional area within l radius, so the filaments produced by the379

merger of the central vortex are still within l radius, and therefore Γ is generally conserved.380

• Second, there is convergent/divergent flow. This is close to the point vortex-sink system381

proposed by Novikov and Novikov (1996), where the streamline associated with each vortex382

is helical. Many previous studies have found that the updraft-induced convergent flow favors383

the merger of convective vortices (Hendricks et al. 2004; Fang and Zhang 2011; Schecter384

2016, 2017).385

The first point is further explained here. Within a vortex cluster of radius l, the central vortex386

radius (denoted as rc) is basically determined by the competition between the expansion due to387

the filter, against the contraction due to convergence and merger. The initial value of rc should388
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scale as ru, so rc � l. In the classic vortex-gas model, the merger between two vortices with389

identical vorticity yields Γ2
3 = Γ2

1 +Γ2
2 and a4

3 = a4
1 + a4

2, where the subscript 1 and 2 denote the390

two vortices before merger and 3 denotes the merged vortex (Carnevale et al. 1991; Trizac 1998).391

The Γ2 conservation is obtained from the conservation of kinetic energy: Γ2 ∼ ω2r4
c (unit: m4

392

s−2 ). As ω is a tracer, the Γ2 conservation readily leads to the fourth order conservation of rc.393

The net loss of circulation represents the filaments produced in the mutual shearing process of a394

merger event. As we look at the vortex cluster scale, the rc� l property and the convergent flow395

make the filaments well contained within a radius of l, and keep the central vortex small. Thus,396

the circulation Γ, rather than Γ2, should be conserved. In Appendix A, we show that the cluster397

radius is generally constrained to be no larger than l by the convergent flow, so we will use a = l.398

To apply the vortex gas idea to vortex clusters, we let 〈ω〉 denote the mesoscale ω characteristic399

magnitude of vortex clusters at time t, and then model its evolution. Our vortex gas model assumes400

equal strength of all vortex clusters at any time. In the theoretical model, a vortex cluster is401

considered to be a top-hat structure with a radius of l, with the Γ being linked to 〈ω〉 via:402

〈ω〉 ≡ Γ

πa2 =
Γ

πl2 (theory). (27)

The 〈〉 is an operator that can also be performed on other variables. In the simulation, however, the403

magnitude of the clusters varies significantly. Among them, the strongest cluster best represents404

the final major vortex. Thus, in processing the simulation data, we define 〈ω〉 as a conditional405

average within 2l radius, centralizing at the maximum ω point (xc):406

〈ω〉 ≡ 1
π(2l)2

∫∫
|x−xc|<2l

ωdx (diagnosis). (28)

The 2l radius is chosen to encompass most of the positive ω within the vortex cluster (e.g. Fig.407

7). The 〈ω〉 defined in (27) corresponds to a more compact vortex cluster structure than that in408

(28), but the former represents the average strength and the latter represents the strongest vortex409
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cluster. As a compromise, we consider them to be comparable in this preliminary investigation. In410

the future, a more careful comparison can be made when the heterogeneous strength of the vortex411

clusters are considered.412

We need to estimate the magnitude ratio of the convergent to rotational wind to determine413

whether the convergent flow is important. From (2), the net convergence δn is:414

δn = 〈δu〉−δ0 + 〈δE〉=−(η−1)E〈ω〉 , (29)

which yields −δn/〈ω〉 = (η − 1)E = 0.048 for the reference test. As this value is much smaller415

than one, the effect of convergent flow in driving the motion of the vortex clusters is ignored.416

The time scale of merger τm is estimated with the Boltzmann mean collision time (Trizac 1998):417

τm =
αm

NvaΓ/r
=

αm

πl3 N−3/2
v 〈ω〉−1 , (30)

where r is the characteristic distance between two vortices that obeys r ∼ N−1/2
v , and Γ/r is the418

characteristic drifting velocity. The αm is a coefficient near unity, which we subjectively choose419

as a fixed 1.6 to fit the simulation result. Equation (30) leads to the governing equation of Nv:420

dNv

dt
=−Nv

τm
. (31)

Equation (27) shows that the evolution of 〈ω〉 is equivalent to that of Γ, due to a = l. Applying421

the 〈〉 in theoretical sense to (1), we get:422

d 〈ω〉
dt
≈ 〈ω〉

τm
−δn(ω

−+ f0)

=
〈ω〉
τm︸︷︷︸

merger

+
〈ω〉
τe
−δnω

−︸ ︷︷ ︸
entrain

,
(32)

where we have used Gauss theorem, and the loop integral encapsulates most of the positive ω423

region. The ω− is the “environmental relative vorticity”, which is also entrained into the vortex424

cluster. When diagnosed from simulation, it is defined as the average vorticity outside of the425
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vorticity clusters (the area excluding all 2l-radius patches). The τe is the timescale of growth426

purely due to entraining environmental planetary vorticity:427

τe ≡ [(η−1)E f0]
−1 . (33)

Substituting in the reference parameter, we get −δ0τe ≈ 1.5. When the vortex is not involved in428

a merger event, the stream function contours are closed and roughly perpendicular to the vorticity429

gradient vector, so the rotational wind uω does not induce net transport of vorticity to the vortex.430

During the episodic merger events, the contour lines are open, and the role of uω is parameterized431

as the merger term 〈ω〉/τm.432

We need to solve ω− to make (31) and (32) a closed dynamical system. The ω− becomes433

more and more negative due to the radiative cooling and Ekman suction. Figure 10 shows that by434

t ′ = 3, the ω−/ f0 of the l = 30 km simulation has dropped to −0.2. If the environmental absolute435

vorticity is exhausted (ω−→− f0), the merger will be the only way to raise vorticity magnitude.436

This consideration is important at the later stage of the evolution. One way to estimate ω− is437

using the domain-integrated conservation of absolute vorticity: a faster growth of the cyclonic438

vortex patch leads to a faster consumption of the environmental vorticity:439

ω
− =−〈ω〉 Nvπl2

1−Nvπl2 ≈−〈ω〉Nvπl2. (34)

Here we have used an approximation that the cyclonic vorticity patches only take a relatively small440

fractional area at the beginning (Nv0πl2 = 1/π), and it further drops due to merger. Substituting441

(29) into (32), we get:442

d ln〈ω〉
dt

=
1

τm
+(η−1)E(ω−+ f0). (35)
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Note that τm is also a function of 〈ω〉. Substituting (31) and (35) into (34), we find that −ω−443

grows a bit slower than exponentially:444

d ln(−ω−)

dt
≈ d ln〈ω〉

dt
+

d lnNv

dt

=
1

τm
+(η−1)E(ω−+ f0)−

1
τm

= (η−1)E(ω−+ f0).

(36)

The cancellation of 1/τm term indicates that the merger does not influence ω−. This is because the445

total circulation of the vortices are conserved during merger: the rise of 〈ω〉 is exactly cancelled446

by the decrease of the total area of the vortex clusters. An initial condition of ω− is required to447

solve (36). It is estimated with 〈ω〉 |t=T0 = ω0 (25), and the cyclonic patch’s initial fractional area448

from Nv|t=T0 = Nv0 = (πl)−2 (26):449

ω
−|t=T0 =−ω0

Nv0πl2

1−Nv0πl2 =−ω0
1

π−1
. (37)

Equations (36) and (37) yield an approximate analytical solution of ω− as a function of time:450

ω
−(t)≈− ω0(π−1)−1

1+ ω0
f0
(π−1)−1 exp

(
t
τe

) exp
(

t
τe

)
, (38)

In deriving (38), we have used f0 +ω0π−1 ≈ f0, because ω0π−1 < ω0� f0.451

The governing equation of Nv (31) and 〈ω〉 (32), as well as the approximate expression of452

ω− (38) and the initial condition (26) render a nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE)453

system which does not have an exact analytical solution. If we let ω− ≈ 0 in (32), an approximate454

analytical solution can be obtained, which is plotted in Fig. 11. The technique is to find the455

first integral 〈ω〉Nv ∼ exp [(t−T0)/τe] which represents the total circulation of the vortex cluster456

region. We have:457

〈ω〉 ≈ ω0

{
1+

exp [(t−T0)/τe]−1
2τm0/τe

}2

exp
(

t−T0

τe

)
, (39)
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458

Nv ≈ Nv0

{
1+

exp [(t−T0)/τe]−1
2τm0/τe

}−2

, (40)

459

τm ≈ τm0

{
1+

exp [(t−T0)/τe]−1
2τm0/τe

}
exp
(
−t−T0

τe

)
, (41)

where τm0 is the initial value of τm. Using (26), we see it is inversely proportional to ω0:460

τm0 = τm|t=T0 =
αm

πl3 N−3/2
v0 ω

−1
0 = π

2
αmω

−1
0 . (42)

The τm0 does not directly depend on l. This is because a smaller l leads to a shorter vortex interval461

which enhances mutual advection and shortens the collision path, but the collision cross-section462

is also smaller. The Nv is predicted to decrease with time due to merger. The fractional decrease463

(Nv|t=T0 −Nv)/Nv|t=T0 is larger for a smaller l test which has a larger ω0 (Fig. 11b). Physically,464

it is because the smaller initial vortex interval and the subsequent more vigorous vortex motion465

outweighs the disadvantage of smaller collision cross-section l.466

The reference parameter yields τm0/τe = 5.8, so merger is not vigorous at the beginning of the467

deterministic regime, and we can well assume τm0/τe > 1 for any case of interest. In general, at468

the small t regime (t/τe� ln(2τm0/τe)), the asymptotic expressions of 〈ω〉, Nv and τm are:469

〈ω〉 ∼ ω0 exp
(

t−T0

τe

)
, (43)

Nv ∼ Nv0, (44)
470

τm ∼ τm0 exp
(
−t−T0

τe

)
. (45)

They indicate that the growth is solely due to entrainment, and the flow pattern is similar to a471

linear instability growth at a preferred wavelength. For large t (t/τe� ln(2τm0/τe)), the merger472

rate, which is a nonlinear upscale growth factor, outweighs entrainment and asymptotically reaches473
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twice its magnitude:474

〈ω〉 ∼ ω0

(
τe

2τm0

)2

exp
(

t−T0

τe/3

)
, (46)

Nv ∼ Nv0

(
τe

2τm0

)−2

exp
(
−t−T0

τe/2

)
, (47)

475

τm ∼
τe

2
. (48)

The flow pattern becomes chaotic. In this large t regime, the vortices are far away from each476

other, and the reason for keeping a steady merger rate comes from the increasing 〈ω〉 due to477

entrainment. If the environmental negative relative vorticity ω− is considered, entrainment will478

become less efficient, and the growth due to merger will become less and less effective as well.479

The general evolution picture reminds us of rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection. As the lower480

and upper lid temperature becomes larger, the flow transits from the laminar vortex grid regime481

to the turbulent single vortex regime, which is also a poorly understood process (Stellmach et al.482

2014; Guervilly et al. 2014; Favier et al. 2014).483

Figure 11 compares the analytical solution of 〈ω〉, Nv and τm with the numerical solution of the484

ODEs ((31), (32) and (38)) that consider finite ω−. The deviation becomes discernible only at the485

later stage where |ω−/ f0| � 1 is no longer valid.486

4. Comparison with barotropic simulation487

In this section, the numerical integration of the ODEs is compared to the barotropic simulation.488

Figure 10 shows the time series of 〈ω〉, ω−, and an estimated maximum wind Vm, for tests with489

different l, η , ∆h/H and f0. Note that f0 should also implicitly influence E and η , but we let490

them be fixed while changing f0. When ∆h/H is changed, τu is changed proportionally to keep491

the updraft-induced convergence −∆h/(τuH) fixed.492
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The ODE system successfully predicts the basic trend of the evolution of 〈ω〉/ f0: it is larger for493

a smaller l, a larger η , a larger−∆h/H and a larger f0. As is predicted by (46), the two parameters494

that only influence ω0: l and −∆h/H, do not significantly change the slope in the log coordinate495

plotting of 〈ω〉/ f0 in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows that the slope is gentler than the prediction of496

the asymptotic solution (46), due to the entrainment of negative environmental relative vorticity.497

A larger η only accelerates the growth rate in the deterministic regime; a larger f0 is predicted498

to reduce ω0 in the stochastic regime by reducing the equilibrium time T0 (hardly justifiable from499

Fig. 10), but accelerate the deterministic regime by shortening τe. One significant drawback of our500

theory is underestimating the sensitivity of 〈ω〉/ f0 to l, which originates from underestimating the501

sensitivity of ω0 to l (e.g. Fig. 9c).502

The prediction of ω−/ f0 is good at the early stage, but its magnitude is overestimated at the later503

stage. The barotropic simulation shows that ω−/ f0 is insensitive to f0, but we predict |ω−/ f0| to504

increase with f0. The reason of the deviation has not been figured out.505

The maximum wind Vm is estimated with the characteristic mesoscale rotational wind 〈ω〉 l, plus506

the characteristic cloud-scale convergent wind induced by an individual updraft Vup:507

Vm = 〈ω〉 l +Vup where Vup =−
1
τu

∆h
H

ru

2
. (49)

The mesoscale convergent wind is negligible, as is shown in (29). A direct summation is used,508

because the mesoscale rotational wind is smooth in space, and the cloud-scale convergent wind509

around an updraft traverses all directions. We consider the maximum wind to be attained where510

the two velocity vectors are parallel. The reference test yields Vup = 3.2 m s−1, which is only dom-511

inant in (49) at the early stage. The trend of Vm generally agrees with the barotropic simulation.512

However, our theory is still too coarse to quantitatively predict Vm, because the role of eddy merger513

and axisymmetrization in concentrating vorticity and therefore accelerating the flow is neglected.514
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The eddy acceleration factor proposed by Fu and O’Neill (2021), which links the mean vorticity515

to the maximum wind, could be combined with (49) in the future.516

The Nv diagnosed from the simulation (Fig. 8a) qualitatively agrees with the theory at the t ′ . 3517

early stage (Fig. 11a), where the size and strength of the vortex clusters do not vary significantly.518

We do not attempt to fully benchmark Nv before a more complete theoretical model with hetero-519

geneous vortex clusters is established.520

5. Cloud-permitting simulation521

a. An overview522

We apply the theory to understand a case of simulated spontaneous tropical cyclogenesis in a523

cloud-permitting model, which is closer to the real atmosphere. The setup is identical to that524

reported in Fu and O’Neill (2021), where the intensification of the major vortex is studied. In525

this section, we focus on the formation of the major vortex from quasi-random convection. It is a526

full-physics simulation of Cloud Model 1 (Bryan and Fritsch 2002), with 1080×1080 km2 doubly527

periodic domain, 576×576×65 grid points, and a horizontal grid interval of 2 km. The sea surface528

temperature is fixed to 305 K, and the Coriolis parameter is f0 = 10−4 s−1. The initial sounding529

is taken from the horizontal-average of a 120× 120 km2 small-domain non-rotating simulation530

running to 100 days, so it is in radiative-convective equilibrium. We refer the readers to Fu and531

O’Neill (2021) for more details. The low-mid level vertical relative vorticity, which is defined as532

the vertical average within the 1.18-6.25 km height level (without density weighting), is denoted533

as ω .534

The domain-averaged rainfall rate in Fig. 12c shows that the system enters a convective quasi-535

equilibrium (CQE) state by day 1. The low-mid level maximum total wind, which is calculated536
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using the 1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged velocity vector, gradually climbs to ∼ 80 m s−1 (Fig.537

12a). By day 35, the last major merger event has finished. The later evolution is the focus of Fu538

and O’Neill (2021), which will not be discussed in this paper. In appendix D, we use the quasi-539

steady rainfall rate value before day 35 to estimate the column latent heating, and use radiative-540

convective equilibrium assumption to link it to the low-mid level radiative cooling rate, which541

yields −δ
−1
0 ≈ 11.3 days. It indicates that day 35 corresponds to t ′ ≈ 3.1.542

b. The stochastic regime in the 3D model543

First, we consider the establishment of the vorticity quasi-equilibrium (VQE). Using hE = 800544

m, H = 5 km, (14) yields a VQE timescale of T0≈ 1.3 day, which is comparable to the∼ 1 day ad-545

justment time to CQE measured with the domain-average rainfall rate (Fig. 12c). We consider that546

the CQE is established once the boundary layer quasi-equilibrium (Raymond 1995) is established.547

This is because, the tropospheric part of the initial sounding is already in equilibrium, and the sys-548

tem only needs to wait until the cold pool trigger chain in the boundary layer is established. The549

rough overlap of T0 with the convective adjustment time scale (∼ 1 day) should be coincidental.550

However, we consider CQE should be established before VQE, because convection is the source551

of vorticity. Figure 13 shows that the power spectrum of ω amplifies in a roughly similar shape552

within day 1. The spectrum shape is a mixed signal of the monopoles produced by stretching and553

the dipoles produced by the tilting of horizontal vorticity. The latter is omitted in our barotropic554

model and theory. This “shielding” effect reduces the amplitude of the low wavenumber part. De-555

spite the deviation, the cloud-permitting simulation does possess a stochastic regime within∼ day556

1, which provides a initial condition for the following deterministic growth.557
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c. The deterministic regime in the 3D model558

Next, we consider the deterministic growth between day 1 and day 35. The standard deviation559

of the spatially-filtered low-mid level vertical vorticity (1.18-6.25 km vertically averaged, std(ω))560

shows signals of growth much earlier than day 35 (Fig. 12b). The standard deviation of the 100-561

km filtered ω shows a ∼ 8.7 day growth timescale before day 35 (t ′ . 4). Three sub-regimes are562

identified, as are discussed below.563

The vorticity patches grow stationarily with little change of flow pattern between day 1 and564

day 15 (Fig. 14). It shows that the deterministic physical feedback works at a length scale down565

to as small as 30 km. We hypothesize that this short-range organization is due to the nonlocal566

convective triggering by cold pools. The approximately stationary flow pattern, as well as the567

shared ∼ 8.7 days growth timescale between the std(ω) with 30 km- and 100 km-filter, indicate568

that the growth rate of std(ω) can be used to measure the growth rate of 〈ω〉. This corresponds to569

the length scale-invariant entrainment timescale τe. Using (33), we get η ≈ 1.17. This is not far570

from the estimation of η using the vertical structure of equivalent potential temperature (Schecter571

and Dunkerton 2009).572

There is vigorous vortex merger after day 15. The vorticity amplitude is large enough to drive573

eddying motion. This transition is shown in std(ω) (Fig. 12b) where the std(ω) with 30 km-filter574

transits from a growing to a platform stage by day 15, and then transits to a second growing stage575

by day 25. Meanwhile, the std(ω) with 100 km-filter grows steadily. Fig. 15 shows that day 15576

- day 25 is an upscale-growing stage with vigorous merger but slow amplitude growth. We have577

not figured out the reason why the 30 km-filtered ω does not significantly grow in amplitude at the578

platform stage.579
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Between day 25 and day 35, the 30 km scale clusters merge into at least 100-km scale super-580

clusters and grow in magnitude (Fig. 16). The 100 km-and-above scale explains most of the581

std(ω) (Fig. 12b). At l & 100 km scale, the vorticity evolves synchronously with the surface582

cold core which represents convective activity. The vorticity also evolves synchronously with the583

column precipitable water (PW), because convection is the source of both quantities. Thus, the584

positive feedbacks related to water vapor (environmental moistening and radiative cooling) should585

contribute to the vorticity-convection relationship. This is implicitly embedded in η . Because586

(C2) shows Kn ∝ ω and (C3) shows min{Kn}∝ l, whether the quasi-random convection-vorticity587

relationship exists for smaller l or earlier time (e.g. t < 20 day for l = 30 km) is hard to answer588

due to the insufficient sampling.589

There is an interesting episode between day 30 and day 35. By day 30, the convective patches590

have organized into a dominant cyclonic vortex (Fig. 16d). However, the anti-cyclonic vortex of591

the non-convective region elongates the cyclone into a few pieces, which merge again by day 36.592

We have not observed any similar episode in the barotropic simulation.593

d. Comparison with the theoretical model594

Now that our mixed stochastic-deterministic argument qualitatively agrees with the cloud-595

permitting simulation, we further make some quantitative comparison. A numerical integration596

of the ODE system (31) and (32), with the ω− in (32) being calculated with (38), is performed597

with ru = 2 km, l = 100 km, hE = 800 m, H = 5 km, η = 1.2, f0 = 10−4 s−1, −δ
−1
0 = 11.3 day,598

λ = 2 and αm = 1.6, as is shown in Fig. 17. Here we use Vup = 2 m s−1 in calculating Vm, based599

on the equilibrium surface wind in Fig. 12a. The predicted low-mid level maximum total wind600

roughly agrees with the cloud-permitting simulation. The calculation also shows that the vortex601

merger significantly influences 〈ω〉 after t ′ = 2.602
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The lesson to learn from the cloud-permitting simulation is that, there is no single dominant603

length scale for the convection-vorticity relationship. This challenges the single-length-scale filter604

scheme used in our barotropic model.605

6. Discussion606

We present a barotropic model with a mixed stochastic-deterministic convective parameteriza-607

tion to understand the formation of a tropical depression, which is the precursor of a tropical608

cyclone. The fully nonlinear simulation of this model can reproduce the genesis of a strong trop-609

ical depression-like vortex from initially random convection. At first, vorticity is produced via610

stretching by the randomly seeded convection. The repetitive stretching on lucky areas produces611

some high vorticity patches. As the vorticity anomaly becomes large enough, it is acted on by612

a Gaussian filter which preferentially seeds convection in high vorticity regions. This produces613

vortex clusters which self-amplify first and then merge with each other to form a single strong614

vortex. The filter implicitly represents the nonlocal convective trigger by cold pool and gravity615

wave. This positive feedback on the filtered vorticity conceptually represents the Ekman pumping616

(positive vorticity region induces boundary layer convergence), the cloud-radiation feedback and617

WISHE.618

The filter not only sets a system length scale by expanding the convective region against the619

shrinking effect of convergence, but also spans a spatio-temporal cube in which the probability of620

convection genesis is smooth. This renders a relatively deterministic mesoscale, where the vortex621

clusters can be modelled with a dynamical system that depicts the random collision-coalescence622

process. The initial condition of the dynamical system is provided by the noisy earlier phase,623

which is denoted as “the stochastic regime”. If the vorticity quasi-equilibrium state is reached624
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before the positive feedback becomes significant, we can estimate the initial condition by using625

the shape-invariant property of the Fourier spectrum under random superposition.626

The average vorticity within the strongest cluster 〈ω〉, which is closely related to the maximum627

wind, is predicted to be larger for a smaller filter length scale l, larger feedback parameter η , larger628

convective intermittency (accumulated convergence in an updraft) −∆h/H, and larger Coriolis629

parameter f0 (if Ekman layer height hE and η are independent of f0).630

The theory is compared to a cloud-permitting simulation of tropical cyclogenesis over uniform631

sea surface temperature. Using Gaussian spatial filters with different length scales, we have iden-632

tified a stochastic regime (day 0 to day 1), a deterministic regime with a stationary growing sub-633

regime (day 1 to day 15), a second sub-regime with vigorous vortex merger (day 15 to day 25),634

and a third sub-regime that marks the formation-by-merger and amplification of a larger-than-100635

km super cluster (day 25 to day 35). The evolution of the low-mid level maximum total wind is636

qualitatively captured by the theoretical model.637

However, the seemingly non-unique candidate of l shows that a single nonlocal convective trig-638

gering length scale is insufficient. In a follow-up paper, we will investigate the physical basis639

of using filter to represent the nonlocal trigger by establishing a theory of the convective trigger640

chain.641

Even if no further complexity is added, the present theoretical model can be improved in the642

following aspects:643

• An extension to consider the size and circulation spectrum of the vortex clusters is desired.644

Especially, a heterogeneous treatment of the vortex clusters in the stochastic regime is the key645

to resolve the underestimated sensitivity of ω0 to l.646
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• A collision-coalescence model of vortex-sink system (Novikov and Novikov 1996) rather647

than a pure vortex system is needed to account for the mesoscale convergent flow, which is648

especially important for a low latitude problem. This might help establish a unified under-649

standing of spontaneous tropical cyclogenesis and convective self-aggregation (Muller and650

Romps 2018; Carstens and Wing 2020).651

The barotropic model can also be improved. The laminar Ekman layer formulation in this paper,652

which directly links vorticity to Ekman pumping, provides a clean treatment of the physical feed-653

back. However, to make the model more useful, it should be updated to a turbulent Ekman layer654

scheme which uses bulk aerodynamic formulae as the boundary condition. An extension to two655

vertical levels can be used to study the interaction between the stratiform and convective cloud,656

which is the key to understand the role of mid-level vortex in spinning up the low-level circulation657

(Bell and Montgomery 2019).658

APPENDIX A659

From the filter length scale l to the system length scale l∗660

Here we explore how the nonlocal convective trigger (represented by a Gaussian filter) cooperates661

with convergence to set the system length scale l∗.662

The vorticity equation (1) is a stochastic nonlinear integro-differential equation. Imposing a663

filter on (1), we get the mesoscale vorticity equation:664

∂ω

∂ t
+u ·∇ω =−(ω + f0)δ . (A1)
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Substituting in (12), we neglect the sub-filter terms in (A1) to get:665

∂ω

∂ t
+u ·∇ω ≈ ω (ω + f0)ηE︸ ︷︷ ︸

updraft

−ω (ω + f0)E︸ ︷︷ ︸
spin down

≈ ω (ω + f0)(η−1)E︸ ︷︷ ︸
τ−1

.

(A2)

To facilitate the math, we have added a filter on the spin down term to make it work at the same666

scale as the updraft. This approximation weakens the damping effect on scale contraction, and667

therefore causes an underestimation of the system scale. We have also introduced a growth time668

scale τ−1 ≡ (ω + f0)(η − 1)E to denote the vorticity magnitude growth due to stretching. Sup-669

posing τ is a constant, (A2) is simplified with a Taylor expansion on the Gaussian filter term:670

∂ω

∂ t
+u ·∇ω ≈ ω

τ
≈ ω

τ
+D∇

2
ω with D =

l2

4τ
. (A3)

If the advection term is further neglected, (A3) reduces to a form identical to the column water671

vapor equation used by Windmiller and Craig (2019), who used the filter to represent the expan-672

sion of cloud size during a convective lifetime. In our model, the diffusivity D represents the673

encroachment of non-convective region by cold pools and gravity waves generated at the rim of a674

convective cluster.675

When ω� f0, there is τ−1�−δ , with δ obeying (12). The advection can be neglected, making676

the system linear. The basic length scale l∗ should be677

l∗ =


(4Dt)1/2, l∗|t=T0 < (4Dτ)1/2,

(4Dτ)1/2 ∼ l, else.

(A4)

The first scaling has been used by Windmiller and Craig (2019) in their coarsening model where678

the initial condition is a highly fine-grained noise. It agrees with their non-rotating cloud-679

permitting simulation at the early stage. The second scaling, which denotes scale saturation, is the680

neutral wavelength of the normal mode solution of (A3). Our theory only predicts the mesoscale,681
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so the initial length scale of ω for the deterministic regime is l. Thus, the system length scale682

will stay at l according to the second scaling of (A4). Though this conclusion is simple, there is683

a more complicated process behind. The merger as a nonlinear factor can increase the size of the684

cluster’s central vortex, which is smaller than l at the beginning of the deterministic regime. The685

convergent flow in the later evolution will constrain the size of a cluster, as well as its embedded686

central vortex, to be no larger than l. This is discussed below.687

At the later stage where ω & f0, there is τ−1 ∼−δ . The convergent flow makes the positive vor-688

ticity aggregate into compact convective clusters and a widespread negative vorticity region where689

convection seldom occurs. Windmiller and Craig (2019) also briefly mentioned the transition from690

a diffusion-dominated to an advection-dominated regime of moisture in non-rotating convective691

self-aggregation, but have not presented any scaling on the length scale. Our derivation begins by692

noticing that the normal mode argument no longer works, with the convective and non-convective693

region having different length scales. We focus on the length scale of the convective region, and694

seek for a Lagrangian treatment. The ω/τ and D∇2ω terms show that the convective area expands695

linearly with time at a rate of l2/τ . The advection term makes the area shrink at a timescale of696

−δ−1 at the same time. Let the l2
∗ tendency caused by the filter be (dl2

∗/dt)l = l2/τ ∼ −l2δ and697

that by convergence as (dl2
∗/dt)δ = l2

∗δ . The sum of the tendency leads to an ODE of l2
∗ :698

dl2
∗

dt
∼
(

dl2
∗

dt

)
l
+

(
dl2
∗

dt

)
δ

= δ (l2
∗− l2). (A5)

It yields a stable equilibrium radius l with a relaxation time scale of −δ−1. Thus, l serves as the699

system length scale at all stages.700

The influence of −∆h/H on the system length scale is briefly discussed. Fu and O’Neill (2021)701

showed that a higher−∆h/H renders a more coarse-grained updraft seeding mode, where the more702

persistent vorticity stretching leads to more high vorticity air columns. These eddies efficiently703
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aggregate the surrounding vorticity patches and make the vortex cluster more compact. Their704

effects are stored in the sub-filtered terms, which have been neglected in (A2). Figure 6 shows705

that the system length scale of the−∆h/H = 0.4 case is about twice the −∆h/H = 1.6 (reference)706

case. The quantitative modelling of the eddy’s effect on the length scale is left for future work.707

APPENDIX B708

The signal-to-noise ratio of the convective scheme709

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the seeding scheme (9) is defined as the ratio of updraft-induced710

divergence anomaly to its basic state value. The SNR at the vorticity equilibrium time T0 is derived711

with (9), (11) and (25):712

SNR|t=T0 ≡
δu|ω=ω0−δ0

δ0

=−ηE
ω0

δ0

=−ληE
f0

δ0

(
δ0T0

∆h
H

r2
u

πl2

)1/2

.

(B1)

It involves all the five nondimensional parameters. The separation between the stochastic and713

deterministic regime requires SNR|t=T0 � 1. The reference parameter yields SNR|t=T0 ≈ 0.24, so714

the separation is roughly valid.715

APPENDIX C716

A measure of the mesoscale determinacy717

A high mesoscale determinacy means there is a sufficiently large number of updrafts falling in718

a spatio-temporal cube l2T , where T is the shortest time scale of ρu (or ω) and l is its smallest719

spatial scale. We denote the updraft number in the cube, after subtracting the part that balances720
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the radiative cooling (ρu0), as the inverse of a convective Knudsen number Kn:721

Kn≡ 1
l2T (ρu−ρu0)

. (C1)

The determinacy requires Kn� 1. The original definition of Knudsen number is the ratio of the722

mean free path of gas molecules to the length scale of interest, which measures the degree to723

which the continuum assumption is valid (Batchelor 2000). Let T = τe be a rough estimate of the724

characteristic timescale. Substituting (9), (10) and (33) into (C1), we get:725

Kn =−∆h
H

πr2
u

l2
η−1

η

f0

ω
≤−∆h

H
πr2

u
l2

f0

ω
. (C2)

Note that Kn does not depend on E. The determinacy is predicted to be higher for a larger ω/ f0,726

which makes the feedback signal stronger, and a lower ru and −∆h/H which raise the convective727

number density. It might be somewhat surprising that a smaller η reduces Kn. This is because, as728

η approaches unity from above, the growth time scale τe→ ∞, but the seeding rate is still finite729

and balances with Ekman spin down.730

Next, we estimate the value of Kn of our reference test simulation. Because ω increases in the731

deterministic regime, the maximum Kn occurs at the beginning (t = T0) is calculated by substitut-732

ing (25) into (C2):733

max{Kn}= Kn|t=T0

= λ
−1 η−1

η
(−δ0T0)

−1/2
(
−∆h

H

)1/2( r2
u

πl2

)1/2

,

(C3)

which yields max{Kn} ≈ 0.26 for the reference test (l = 60 km). Thus, the mesoscale is roughly734

deterministic. Otherwise, some stochastic perturbation on the vortex cluster motion and strength735

needs to be considered (e.g. Chavanis 2008).736

APPENDIX D737
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Estimating δ0 from cloud-permitting simulation738

Before day 35, the domain-averaged rainfall rate R has a quasi-steady value of ≈ 0.32 cm day−1
739

(4.63× 108 m s−1). Suppose all the condensation heating is exerted on the low-mid level, the740

low-mid layer net condensation heating rate (unit: K s−1) is Qc = R(ρl/ρa)(Lv/cp)H−1, where741

ρl = 103 kg m−3 is liquid water density, ρa = 0.9 kg m−3 is the low-mid level air density, Lv =742

2.5×106 J kg−1 is evaporation latent heat, cp = 1004 J K−1 kg−1. Considering that the net latent743

heating is balanced by radiative cooling, and using ∆θ = 20 K, we have:744

δ0 =−δrad =−Qc

∆θ
=−R

Lv

cp∆θ

ρl

ρa

1
H
, (D1)

which yields −δ
−1
0 ≈ 11.3 days (1×10−6 s−1) and Qc ≈ 1.77 K day−1.745
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FIG. 1. The trajectory of tropical cyclogenesis in the Fr−Ro space of geophysical fluid. The Fr = U/c is

Froude number, and the Ro =U/( f0l∗) is Rossby number, with l∗ as the system length scale. The U denotes the

characteristic velocity, c denotes gravity wave speed, l∗ denotes the system length scale. In our view, tropical

cyclogenesis is a multiscale process, which starts from the small-scale thunderstorms (stratified turbulence) with

small U and small l∗. As the convection organizes via cold pool and gravity wave, l∗ quickly rises to the length

scale of the “statistical mesoscale” l. The drop of Ro makes the system enter the “dynamical mesoscale”. Then,

U gradually rises and l∗ keeps around l, indicating the growth of Fr and Ro at the same time. The system then

leaves the “dynamical mesoscale” and grows into a mature tropical cyclone. The positions of other regimes are

summarized from Riley and Lelong (2000) and Vallis (2017).
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FIG. 2. A schematic diagram of the quasi-random convective seeding scheme. Convection is preferentially

seeded near the high vorticity region.
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FIG. 3. The unfiltered ω/ f0 field of the index-1-run in the ensemble of the l = 60 km test at (a) t ′1 =−δ0t =

0.55, (b) t ′2 = 1.54, (c) t ′3 = 2.54, (d) t ′4 = 3.54, (e) t ′5 = 4.54, and (f) t ′6 = 5.54.
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FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 3, but has been filtered with a l = 60 km Gaussian filter.
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FIG. 5. (a)(b)(c) are the t ′1 = 0.55 snapshots of ω/ f0 for the purely random test, l = 30 km test and l = 45 km

test, using the index-1-run in the ensemble. (d)(e)(f) are the corresponding t ′4 = 3.54 vorticity snapshots.
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FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 5, but for the filtered field ω/ f0 instead. (a) and (d) are the result of the purely

random test processed with a l = 30 km filter. (b) and (e) are the l = 30 km test, processed with the corresponding

l. (c) and (f) are the l = 45 km test, processed with the corresponding l.
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FIG. 7. The azimuthally averaged ω/ f0 profile centered at the maximum ω point in the domain, for (a) l = 30

km, (b) l = 45 km and (c) l = 60 km test respectively. The solid lines denote the ensemble-average, and the

shadow denotes the ±1 standard deviation range. For (a), the blue, red and yellow lines denote t ′ = t ′1, t ′2, and t ′3

respectively. For (b), the blue, red and yellow lines denote t ′ = t ′2, t ′3, and t ′4 respectively. For (c), the blue, red

and yellow lines denote t ′ = t ′3, t ′4, and t ′5 respectively. The sampling slot is shifted, because the system growth

rate is slower for a larger l.
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FIG. 8. (a) The total number of the maximum points in the ω field N = NvL2. The Nv is the spatial number

density of the maximum points, which is interpreted as the number density of vortex cluster. The blue line

denotes the l = 30 km filter test, the red line denotes the l = 45 km test, the yellow line denotes the l = 60 km

test, and the purple line denotes the purely random test. The shadow denotes the ±1 standard deviation range

of a five-member ensemble. (b) is the same as (a), but for the standard deviation of relative vorticity std(ω)

normalized with f0. The time series of a test is truncated once a member in the ensemble blows up.
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FIG. 9. (a) The one-dimensional power spectrum |ω̂| of the index-1-run of the purely random test. It is

obtained by “azimuthally” averaging |ω̂| over each wavenumber circle (constant |k| =
√

k2
x + k2

y ). The solid

blue line denotes t ′ = 0.12 (t ′ ≈−δ0T0/4), the solid red line denotes t ′ = 0.24 (t ′ ≈−δ0T0/2), and the solid red

line denotes t ′ = 0.47 (t ′ ≈−δ0T0). The dashed purple line denotes the equilibrium spectrum predicted by (22).

The diagnosed spectrum at the high wavenumber end is gentler than the theoretical estimate, probably due the

sharpening effect of the convergent transport. (b) The dependence of domain total vortex number Nv0L2 on filter

length l, at t ′ = 0.47 (t ′ ≈ −δ0T0). All the simulations are run with l = 60 km, and the value at different l is

due to the change of l in filtering the same set of ω data. The solid blue, red and yellow lines denote the data

using−∆h/H = 0.4, 0.8 and 1.6 respectively. Note that τu is changed proportionally to keep the updraft-induced

convergence −∆h/(τuH) unchanged. The yellow dashed line denotes the theoretical prediction Nl = L2/πl2.

(c) is the same as (b), but for benchmarking the theoretical ω0/ f0 at −∆h/H = 0.4, 0.8 and 1.6 (dashed blue,

red and yellow lines). The simulation counterpart (solid lines) uses 〈ω〉/ f0, where 〈ω〉 is defined as the area

average within 2l radius of the maximum ω point (the strongest vortex cluster). The motivation of this choice is

explained in section 3c.
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FIG. 10. The comparison between the barotropic simulation (denoted as the solid lines) and the theory (the

numerical solution of the ODE system, denoted as the dashed lines) on the time series of 〈ω〉/ f0 (the left

column), ω−/ f0 (the middle column) and the maximum wind Vm (the right column). The first row (a)(b)(c) is

for different l, with the blue, red, and yellow lines denoting the five-run ensemble average of l = 30 km, l = 45

km, l = 60 km and purely random test (equivalent to l→∞) respectively. The shadow denotes the corresponding

±1 standard deviation range of the barotropic simulation. The second row (d)(e)(f) is for η = 1.2 (the blue line),

η = 1.6 (the red line, also the reference test), and η = 2 test (the yellow line). The third row (g)(h)(i) is for

−∆h/H = 0.4 (the blue line), 0.8 (the red line), and 1.6 test (the yellow line, also the reference test). The forth

row (j)(k)(l) is for the half Coriolis parameter f0 = 0.5× 10−4 test (the blue line), the reference test (the red

line), and the 1.5 times Coriolis parameter f0 = 1.5×10−4 s−1 test (the yellow line). The time series of a test is

truncated once a member in the ensemble blows up.
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FIG. 11. (a) The evolution of 〈ω〉/ f0 predicted by the theory for l = 30, 45 and 60 km tests, which are denoted

as the blue, red and yellow lines respectively. The solid lines denote the numerical solution of the ODE system,

and the dashed lines denote the approximate analytical solution. (b) is the same as (a), but for the total vortex

number in the domain NvL2. (c) is the same as (a), but for the nondimensional merger timescale −δ0τm.
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FIG. 12. (a) The blue line denotes the low-mid level maximum total wind calculated using the 1.18-6.25 km

vertically averaged velocity vector, and the red line denotes the domain-average rainfall rate (unit: cm day−1).

(b) The standard deviation of low-mid level vertical vorticity ω (averaged between 1.18-6.25 km height). The

blue line denotes the domain-average time series. The red, yellow and purple lines denote the standard deviation

of the vorticity filtered with l = 10 km, 30 km and 100 km. (c) and (d) are the zoom-in plots of (a) and (b) for

the first two days.
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FIG. 13. (a) The power spectrum of ω/ f0 at t = 0.25 days (the blue line), t = 0.50 days (the red line), and

t = 1.00 days (the yellow line). It is calculated in the same way as Fig. 9a. The dashed purple line is a theoretical

estimation of the equilibrium spectrum using (22), with the parameters listed in section 6d (e.g. ru = 2 km). (b)

A zoom-in plot of the central region ω/ f0 at t = 1.00 days.
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FIG. 14. A zoom-in plot of the ω/ f0 which uses a 30 km Gaussian filter, at (a) t = 7 days, (b) t = 9 days, and

(c) t = 11 days. They show the stationary growth sub-regime in the deterministic regime.
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FIG. 15. A plot of the ω/ f0 which uses a 30 km Gaussian filter, at (a) t = 15 days, (b) t = 20 days, and (c)

t = 25 days. They show the merger sub-regime in the deterministic regime.
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FIG. 16. The 100 km-Gaussian filtered quantities. The first column denotes the nondimensional filtered low-

mid level vertical vorticity (ω/ f0). The second column denotes the opposite of the filtered disturbance potential

temperature−θ ′ at z = 25 m (having subtracted the domain-averag value). The third column denotes the filtered

column precipitable water (PW, unit: m). The first, second, third and fourth row denotes the data at t = 25 days,

30 days, 35 days and 40 days respectively. The range of the colorbar is not controlled, because we focus on the

pattern.
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FIG. 17. The numerical solution of the ODE system of the mixed stochastic-deterministic theory. (a) The

characteristic vorticity of the vortex cluster 〈ω〉/ f0, (b) the environmental vorticity ω−/ f0, and (c) the maximum

wind Vm. The red line denotes the numerical solution that arbitrarily turns off the merger term (by setting

αm→ ∞), and the blue line denotes the normal solution with the merger term. Note that the ω−/ f0 of the two

simulations is identical.
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Fig. A1. The azimuthal average ω/ f0 profile centered at the maximum ω point at t ′5 = 4.54. The blue line

denotes the five-member ensemble average of the−∆h/H = 0.4 test, the red line denotes the−∆h/H = 0.8 test,

and the yellow line denotes the −∆h/H = 1.6 test (reference test). The shadow of corresponding color denotes

the ±1 standard deviation.
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